
What “(                  )” Tells Us 

 

Step1. Pre-reading 1 Look at two drawings.  Talk about three questions with your partner. 

 
(Leonardo da Vinci, 1498) 

 

(Jacopo Bassano, 1542) 

 

1. These two paintings have the same name.  Do you know the name? 

2. What can you see in two paintings?   

3. Are they similar or different?  What is similar?  What is different? 



 

Goal 

1. I can explain about what “ The Last Supper” means to us. 

 

Step2. Pre-reading 2 Guess the T/F questions. 

1. Unfortunately, the original painting of “The Last Supper” painted by Leonardo da Vinci 
was destroyed because of the war.         T / F  → T / F 

2. There are three common things in the paintings called “The Last Supper”.    

T / F → T / F 

3. Two scholars have done a unique study.  Their study focused on Jesus Christ in those 

paintings.    T / F → T / F 

 

Step3. While Reading Read the text silently and check your answers.  You can change them.  

 

Step4. Vocabulary Input Choose the meaning in Japanese from the list.  

Words Kana Examples 
religious  My father is a very religious man so he goes to church on Sundays. 

a loaf  A loaf is bread that is baked in one piece and can be cut into slice. 
to regard  Tim Burtonʼs films were regarded as very good by movie experts. 

allied  Many countries had fought with the US in WWⅡ, so their armies were 
called “allied forces” 

scholar  A scholar is an intelligent and well-educated person. 
to overeat  You ate four hamburgers at lunch so I think you are overeating these days. 

a monastery  A monastery is a place where monks live. 
 

<List> 

ア）学者 イ）と⾒なす ウ）⾷べすぎる エ）修道院 オ）連合の カ）パン キ）宗教の 

 

/7  
 

 

 



 

Step 5. Quick Reading 1  Read part 1 and 2 silently.  Understand the details.  

  (     m      s) 

Step6. Q&A questions Read the text silently and answer the questions. 

1. What is Leonardo da Vinci famous for? 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Where can we still find Leonardo da Vinciʼs “The Last Supper”? 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. What was the aim of the Wansink brotherʼs study? 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Step7. Reading Practice 

l Chorus Reading 

l Shadowing 

 

Step8. Quick Reading 2   

(     m       s) 

 

Step9. Retelling 

1. Look at the two paintings in step 1.  Find 3 similar points and 2 different points from the text.  

Similarities of “The Last Supper” Differences of “The Last Supper” 
1. They are wall paintings in (            ). 
2. (                    ) are on the paintings. 
3. (                      ) are on the table. 

1. (                 ) of bread and other 
foods on the table  

2. (             ) of the plate 
 

2. Circle 3 similar points and 2 different points in the two paintings in Step1. 

  (Use a red marker for similar points and a blue marker for different points.) 

 

3. Go to the three questions in Step1.  Talk about them with your partner. 

  # Do not look at the textbook and other pages of this handout.  

  #Use conversation strategies. 


